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Over the last twenty plus years, I have worked with countless businesses to provide them
with attention getting design, results driven digital presence and a partner that listens to what
their concepts are and translates them graphically for them.
I would love the opportunity to not only provide you with the level of design your company
needs, but to allow you the flexibility of not having have a salaried staff to get that
accomplished. As your outsource design department, I am here for you when you need me
and on call when you do not while always hearing your opinions of what you want to see as
the vision of your company and helping to drive your revenues.
This checklist gives you an easy way to remember the 5 reasons why hiring Graphic Jax is
exactly what your company, and more importantly - your budget, needs.
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OUTSOURCING SAVES MONEY Because it’s a project-based expense, you are only
paying for each project individually as opposed to keeping extra staff on hand.
GAIN A UNIQUE PERSPECTIVE Having a fresh set of eyes on a project can improve
the quality of the work. Bringing in an outside designer will breathe new life into your
project. Not only can they freshen up your ideas, they can point you in new directions.
Besides, being distinct is what’s going to help you stay competitive.
SAVES OFFICE SPACE If you’re at the beginning of your journey, you might not have
the office space to bring on a new employee. That’s the beauty of hiring an outsourced
designer. You won’t have to find a place for them to work. There’s no desk, no office
furniture, and no computer set up you need to worry about.
BRING IN GREAT EXPERTISE When you outsource graphic design, you’re bringing
in someone with the expertise you need to get the job done right. Most solopreneurs
or small businesses do not have the time or the skill to keep on top of all of your
projects and run your business.
VALUE-BASED HIRING When you don’t have the budget for a on staff graphic
designer, it’s okay. By outsourcing, they’re not on your payroll. No salary. No Benefits.
They’re there when you need them and waiting in the wings when you don’t.

Need to Keep Moving Forward
While Watching The Budget?
You’ve already have enough stress and strain trying to run
your company. At the end of the day, if you don’t have the
time and money to spend to hire a dedicated member of
your team, hiring Graphic Jax as your outsourced design
department is the way to go.

Hire Your Designer Today

